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Lamb & Barnosky, LLP
Marcia L. Finkelstein is a partner at Lamb &
Barnosky LLP in Melville. Finkelstein practices in
the areas of real estate, banking, education,
municipal land use, planning and zoning and
commercial law. Finkelstein has extensive
real estate, commercial lending and
transactional experiences, including
the representation of lenders,
borrowers and developers as well as
municipal clients. Her experience
includes loan restructures, complex
financing transactions, construction
agreements, subdivision and other land
use planning matters, as well as
commercial and residential leasing and
acquisitions. Finkelstein advises
clients that prior to purchasing real
property they should conduct zoning
due diligence. “The buyer should
determine whether the local zoning
restrictions permit the use the buyer seeks,” she
noted. “The buyer of a building may intend to use the
space for what the zoning code may deem an
industrial use but the property may be in a zoning
district that allows only commercial use. The buyer
who intends to build should also review the
dimensional requirements of the local zoning
restrictions. Most zoning codes restrict the clearing
of land, building height, maximum floor area and
front, side and rear yard setbacks,” Finkelstein said.
Finkelstein joined Lamb & Barnosky in 1992. Prior
to joining the firm, she practiced at several large
NYC law firms, representing major real estate
developers and lending institutions. Finkelstein is a
graduate of the University of Pennsylvania (magna
cum laude) and Vanderbilt University School of Law,
where she was an editor of the Law Review.

Founded in 1981, Lamb & Barnosky is one
of the largest commercial law firms in Suffolk
County. The firm, with 35 lawyers, has an AV rating
from Martindale-Hubbell and has been named to the
National Register of Preeminent Lawyers.
Representing a wide variety of
corporate, municipal and individual
clients, the firm’s practice areas
include education and municipal;
labor and employment law; banking;
corporate; environmental law; health
care; intellectual property; Internet,
E-Commerce and new technologies;
land use; planning and zoning;
litigation; mergers and acquisitions;
real estate; taxation; trusts and
estates; pro bono and bar association
work. Its partners and members are
leaders of professional organizations
including the American Bar
Association, NYS Bar Association and the Suffolk
County Bar Association.
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